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9. ABSTRACT 

The method of laboratory testing of dental fillings wear consists in observing the surface 

and structure of the sample under conditions of simulated loading of the oral environment. 

These studies are ahead of clinical trials. However, despite numerous research work in this area, 

many problems remain to be clarified. One of the important issues is the improvement of wear 

observation techniques, including the use of X-ray microtomography (XMT). The development 

of this method has created new possibilities in medical diagnostics and new research 

possibilities in the field of improving conservative and prosthetic treatment in dentistry. The 

high accuracy of the XMT method allows accurate observation of changes in the morphology 

of the tooth – bonding layer – filling system. The resolution of detailed observations of the 

twodimensional tooth cross-section elements is around 0.5-40 µm. Dimensioning of selected image 

details is performed by the method of geometric analysis. The result is automatically given on 

the tooth cross-section image. The subject of research on wear resistance of composite fillings 

in the conditions of long-term effect of chewing cycles is discussed in this paper. Resistance to 

mechanical wear is one of the important factors determining the durability of fillings and 

a condition for clinical success. When describing the problem of durability of composite 

fillings, it has been repeatedly emphasized in the literature that their wear resistance is still 

unsatisfactory, despite enormous progress in biomaterial engineering. 

The aim of the study was to assess the effectiveness of the X-ray microtomography 



(XMT) method in the use of composite intermediate fillings in vitro. In recent years, indirect 

fillings (crown inlays) have been increasingly used in dental practice. Compared to direct 

restorative fillings, composite crown inserts are characterized by low polymerization shrinkage, 

lower abrasion, better marginal tightness and greater biocompatibility. An additional goal of the 

work was to develop a new measure of tooth wear on teeth during 2D microtomographic 

imaging. Until now, the classic method of measuring wear is linear measurement of wear depth 

at a selected point. The linear method requires multiple repetitions of measurements at 

subsequent points in order to expand the overall information on the wear of the tooth surface 

being analysed. It is therefore labor-intensive and the results are partial. Consequently, an 

innovative, improved method of assessing wear has been developed. This method involves 

measuring the wear profile area determined on the longitudinal section of the tooth by changing 

the contour of the chewing surface under the influence of loads in the oral cavity. To achieve 

the adopted goal, experimental research was carried out, which included: 

 

- load testing of teeth with fillings under conditions of simulation of the physiological 

  chewing cycle, 

- developing an imaging methodology and conducting microtomographic observations, 

- assessment of the effectiveness of the microtomographic method. 

 

Two types of materials were used: micro-hybrid composite, light-cured Gradia as an 

example of a modern universal material for direct and indirect fillings, and the Ceramage 

microceramic polymer system as an example of a material dedicated specifically for indirect 

fillings. Tooth samples with crown inlays were subjected to cyclic mechanical loads on 

a laboratory stand simulating chewing cycles. The original chewing simulator developed by 

employees of the Lublin University of Technology and the Medical University of Lublin was 

used. An x-ray microtomograph Phoenix v/tomex /xs was used to perform microtomographic 

observations of the examined teeth. It enables imaging of cross-sections (2D) made in various 

positions. Based on the obtained microtomographic images, an analysis of structural wear 

changes (crevices, voids) was carried out in the filling – cement – enamel system after 

50.000.00 and 100.000.00 chewing cycles for both tested materials. 

The conducted tests showed that the use of indirect fillings improves marginal tightness 



in relation to composite direct fillings. Based on microtomographic images, an analysis of tooth 

wear on the teeth was performed. The scope of the analysis included the results of 

measurements of the wear profile area as a synthetic indicator of chewing surface degradation. 

The author’s method of microtomographic analysis of the wear profile area was developed and 

applied. At the same time, for comparison, linear measurements of wear depth were carried out 

at selected points of the chewing surface. The same cross-sections were analysed as when 

assessing the wear profile area. It has been shown that the author’s 2D evaluation method is 

more effective and less labor-intensive compared to the linear measurement. In particular, this 

applies to: 

1) tests of the relationship of wear and the number of chewing cycles (wear progression test), 

2) tests of the relationship of wear and the properties of composites used for restorations. 

It has been indicated that under the conditions of chewing simulation, the course of wear 

as a function of the number of load cycles is of a non-linear growing nature. This means that 

the increase in wear in the first period of use is moderate, but it increases rapidly with prolonged 

use. After statistical treatment of the results, the precision of the measurements was assessed as 

a measure of the uniqueness of the results. It has been proven that the uniqueness of the results 

of the wear assessment using the 2D method is comparable with the linear measurement  

method. It has been argued that the 2D wear assessment method can be compatible with the 

linear measurement method. 

The author’s method of microtomographic assessment of the chewing surface wear 

profile presented in the paper can be used in laboratories tasked with developing composite 

materials for reconstructive fillings, in particular in the field of comparing materials in terms of 

wear resistance and predicting the durability of fillings. It can also be used in basic research on 

functional (clinical) degradation processes for restorations. 


